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one day at the scene of a fire, the 
cop found the perfect fireman axe.

that was the day he 
became AXE COP.

so axe cop had tryouts 
and hired a partner.

i need a 
partner 

now.

my name is 
flute cop!

sign up here. 
we have a gang 
of dinosaurs 

to kill.

so the new team went to the land of volcanoes and 
fought the gang of dinosaurs with their axe and flute. i will chop 

your heads 
off!!

so they cut the mother 
and father dinosaurs’ 
heads off, then devised 
a plan.

we should 
put these heads 
on a stick and 
hide bombs in 

them.

but flute cop 
got dinosaur 
blood on him.

i feel
strange...

the dinosaur blood caused flute 
cop to unexpectedly transform 
into a dinosaur soldier!

the end
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and so they 
became...
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in order to be more powerful, axe cop 
and dinosaur soldier held more tryouts.

who are 
you?

i’m telescope 
gun cop!

but just then axe cop suddenly 
thought about the evil PSYDROZON. we’ll 

continue 
later. 

psydrozon
is outside!

psydrozon was a giant robot 
with two swords and one eye. i think i need 

more than an 
axe for this.

i need 
to use 

uni-baby!
so axe cop hurled uni-
baby at psydrozon.

TOSS!

STAB!
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uni-baby exploded the robot head.

he’s
dead.

but psydrozon was controlled 
by pretzel head who could only 
use his mind to control robots. 

He could also turn his 
head into a pretzel.

freeze, 
pretzel 
head!

pop!

CHOP!

so axe cop and dinosaur soldier took over psydrozon's 
robot suit and became more powerful.

telescope gun cop wondered when 
he was going to finish his tryout.

what 
about my 
tryout?

we don’t need 
you now that we 

have a giant robot 
suit.

but my 
gun even has a 

flashlight.

and so telescope gun cop did not 
get to join axe cop's team.

so he started a new 
team with uni-baby.
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Axe cop and Dinosaur soldier needed 
more money to get new guns and swords.

we need 
another 

job.

so they got a job at the fruit stand 
and were getting lots of money.

also, because they were pals of the 
fruit stand, they could eat free fruit.

so axe cop ate a lemon. 
and dinosaur 

soldier ate an 
avocado.

I’m 
avocado 
soldier 

now.

axe cop 
became axe cop 

with lemon.

one day telescope gun cop and uni-
baby came to the fruit stand.

we 
don’t 

want any 
trouble, 
telescope

cop.

i just 
came to 
buy these 

apples.

but axe cop and avocado soldier were pretty 
sure telescope cop was up to no good.

*psst* let’s 
take these 

apples to the 
secret lab, 
uni-baby.

so telescope cop and uni-baby went back 
to their secret lab and ate the apples. then they grew apple hands 

that could shoot apples.
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our gun bill is 
really high.

but the avocado caused dinosaur 
soldier to turn into an avocado that 
can shoot avocado out of his hands.
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axe cop and avocado soldier decided they better 
go to telescope cop's lab, so they found a map 
in their file of maps to bad guy labs.

they followed the map to the lab.

we need
to turn 
right up 

here.

they found the lab and they threw a whole 
bunch of avocado and lemon grenades at 
telescope cop and uni-baby.

telescope cop and uni-
baby were destroyed.

but when they got back all of the fruit 
had been stolen by all of the bad guys.

so axe cop and avocado soldier had to use all of 
the maps to all the bad guy labs and fight them.

ok, next one 
is just up the 

street.




